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Kenner smash up derby cars

Here's a classic retro toy that I fondly remember having as a child. It's the SSP SMASH-UP DERBY SET made by Kenner in the '70s. First I remember having a simple SSP race car. It had a rip cord that you could pull to make a spin-wheel spin, you put it down and away it goes. These have become extremely collectible for a few reasons: they are hard to
find, they have made many different versions, everyone has great memories of playing with them, and they are cool! Later, Kenner made a set of toys that consisted of 2 Smash-Up Derby Cars and some accessories. Usually a set of ramps. The goal was to get the car to fly off the ramps and hit the air... Amazing! Kenner made many different variations with
just a few appeared above. Also, below, it's a cool retro 70's TV Toy Commercial for this toy, check it out!! Smash-Up Derby In 1970, Kenner launched one of the coolest and most destructible ideas to date – The Smash-Up Deby! Basically, the set consisted of two plastic cars with parts that fit in place (wheels, hood, bumpers, etc.). The cars were powered
by a tear cable action system that worked fantastic. Children face each other with a car in their hand, shoot each other in the direction of each other and BATEM... pieces go flying. Ramps came with the boxed sets that really increased the fun. Kenner issued several boxed versions that came with two vehicles. In addition, you can buy ripcords and individual
cars separately under the SSP line. Quick links: The basic break derby of the set of buggem smash-up Derby set smash-up ramps did you know? Basic Smash-Up Derby Set This is the most common SSP Smash-Up Derby made by Kenner. The set included two cars: the Chevy Nomad (blue) 57 and the Ford 57 (red), as well as two black ramps and two T-
Handle Power Sticks. Putting your paws in a complete set with instructions is not easy, as most of the sets I found were missing pieces here and there. Buggem Smash-Up Derby Set This set is probably more popular than the initial standard emission set. For some reason, the VW Crash Vs Bug. Pick-up truck is very tasty to pass up! Kenner updated the cars
and added chrome (called Ultra Chrome) to give them a little more signage. The bug and truck were available in various colors and also issued later as Crazy Crashers. Smash-Up Ramps Most sets came with black ramps, but the 1976 Bi-Centennial set came with red ramps. Did you know that? Most people don't know (or forgot) how the crush action
actually works. The first problem of the cars had white trigger mechanisms that stood out from the front of the cars. When the cars collided, this trigger pushed in, and loosened the spring-loaded parts brackets. The bad news is that cars had little triggers and therefore if you didn't line them up right or hit them head-on... The accident wasn't that big! Kenner
wisely changed that and added bigger triggers and made them part of the bumpers. Smart they are, fast they think. The Force is strong in this one. Mmmm? Have a question about a toy you have or one you're looking for? Send us a one Page 2Page 3Page 4 Current Bid: $36.00 Your Maximum Bid: 0.00 Next Bid Required: $37.00 SSP Smash up derby
commercial. In the old empty stadium, several cars... Commercial for Kenner Toys TTP Wild Riders Competition Set, with TT... Commercial for the House of the Family Tree, by Kenner; a boy and a girl bring the... Roll derbies hitting each other in the dirt arena. Barney, a derby... Derby...
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